Welcome to Autogas Updates! September 2011
**Special Guest Editor**
Warring Neilsen, Corporate Affairs Manager , Elgas ltd,
Australia
Before introducing this edition of Autogas Updates, Warring Neilsen
raises very valid questions for the Autogas sector. He discusses the
need for more innovation, continued development of leading edge
technology, consumer marketing and a willingness to embrace
change.
Read more here
Australia
Future Development of the LP Gas Vehicle Industry in
Australia
The Australian LP Gas Association has devised a new direction for the
Autogas industry there. This new strategy promises success as well
as advantages for the global LP Gas industry.
Click here to read this article by Michael Carmody of the Australian
LP Gas Association.
Japan
Beyond Disaster: New Phase for LP Gas Vehicles in Japan
The Japanese people are currently trying to rebuild their country
after the events of last March. This rebuilding includes ways of
ensuring an optimal energy system for Japan in terms of the security
of energy supply. Makoto Arahata of the Japanese LP Gas Association
discusses these issues and the role LP Gas can play today.
Click here to read more.
Austria
Autogas in Eastern Europe: Time to Upgrade the Image
Autogas in Eastern Europe is a growing segment in the LP Gas
industry as many of the governments maintain lower excise taxes on
Autogas, allowing pricing to remain 50-60% that of petrol. It does
have an image problem though and collectively as an industry we
can help ensure the longterm viability of Autogas.
Read more here by Paul Ladner of Flaga in Austria.
India
Indian Autogas Market Growth
In India, the government has been working on better management
and administration of subsidies. This is excellent news for the Indian
Autogas industry and will help distinguish better between Autogas
at the filling station and cylinders for domestic use. 4 Cylinder
norms and initiatives on 2 wheeler retro firments are also discussed.
Read more from Suyash Gupta of the Indian LPG Coalition here
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USA
Propane Autogas Rising in Popularity in the United
States
Propane autogas is gaining momentum in the United States with
increased exposure and support from industry partners and
government officials. Not only is it proving to be a viable engine fuel
at the racetrack, but it is shining as an alternative fuel that is
creating job opportunities and showing a high return on investment.
Read here for more information by Roy Willis, PERC
USA
Clean Start Grant to Help Fund Public Autogas
Refueling Sites in U.S.
Thanks to a Department of Energy Clean Start grant awarded to
Austin, Texas-based CleanFUEL USA, more than 75 public-access
Autogas refuelling stations are being installed in some of the United
States’ largest cities, namely Atlanta, Chicago, Denver, Phoenix,
Indianapolis, Seattle, St. Louis, Austin/San Antonio, Los Angeles, and
Houston.
Learn more here by George Koloroutis of Ferrellgas.
France
New Study Demonstrates the Huge Potential of Autogas
Did you know? LP Gas vehicles, along with other thermal engine
vehicles, have strong potential to reduce CO2 emissions according
to a new study by the renowned Boston Consulting Group presented
at RIVE (International Meeting of Ecological Vehicles) in July.
Joel Pedessac of the French LP Gas Association discusses the
presentation given at RIVE here.
Italy
Italian Market Insight
Among the approximately 36.65 million vehicles driving on Italian
roads, 2,35 million of those (6.4%) are fuelled with an alternative fuel
to gasoline and diesel. …
Read more on the Italian Autogas environment here by Corrado
Storchi of Landi Renzo, a special guest writer.
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…… are we up for the challenge?

By Warring Neilsen, Corporate Affairs Manager, Elgas Ltd, Australia
We are no doubt living in changing and challenging times. In particular the LP Gas industry, where we are
seeing many global governments seeking solutions to reduce carbon emissions, improve energy security
and reduce their reliance on oil.
Governments are being captivated by the promises of new technologies and fuels to solve their problems
for the future. The global vehicle manufacturers add to this romance by clamoring to be at the forefront of
the ‘new frontier, and the inevitable promises – of course tied to government R&D funding – of the
electric, renewable and hydrogen cell vehicles.
Critically for our sector, the vehicle manufacturers in their rush towards the nirvana of ‘renewable fuels’,
are ignoring the most established global alternative fuel–LP Gas.
The question we must raise for our sector …
“is LPGas past its used by date or just not sexy enough” or is it more about the long-term culture of the
petroleum sector locked into the petroleum sector on traditional fuels and where LPGas was just a byproduct?
Given that vehicle manufacturers are more attuned to developing and thinking globally, is our industry too
disjointed in providing the confidence for vehicle manufacturers to embrace LP Gas? We recently witnessed
in Europe similar questions and comments made at the June Argus European Autogas Conference in
Dusseldorf and the call for more global cooperation to encourage greater use of LPGas by vehicle
manufacturers.
It was important to make these comments as they provide an exciting contrast to what is happening
herein Australia with our own vehicle manufacturers. In 2008 the Australian government inquiry into the
vehicle industry identified LPGas as a key option to providing local vehicle manufacturers with a lower cost
option to the development of greener variations to their current 6 cylinder vehicle models. This was
followed up in 2009 and early 2010 with further government studies, combined with local vehicle
manufacturers exploring ways to expand the use of LPGas given the natural abundance of supply and the
vast refueling network throughout Australia. This was further expanded to include all stakeholders
covering electric to renewable fuels.
In parallel to this activity our industry had just experienced one of the fastest growth periods in Australia
(2006-2009) with restructuring and some vertical integration of the conversion sector and equipment
suppliers and manufacturers. The industry acknowledges, the government’s LP Gas vehicle scheme
introduced in 2006 which provided $2000 rebates for private motorists to convert or purchase a new LPGas
vehicle provided the enormous stimulus to the equipment suppliers to reinvest in expansion and
technology development and to have capacity to engage with the vehicle manufacturing sector in
bringing on new and exciting LPGas technologies. This scheme however will cease in 2014.
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The great news that came out of this initiative and on the back of the massive expansion of the Autogas
conversion market during 2007, 2008 and 2009 was the introduction and development of liquid gas
technology. In 2008 we saw early indications that General Motors Holden was seriously considering
expanding its focus on developing its own expertise in LPGas and more recently both Holden and Ford
Australia have announced their intention to produce a dedicated LP Gas model incorporating the latest
technology and lift the performance perception of LP Gas. While the Holden model is not due for release
until 2012, Ford are close to having their model in the showroom by October this year.
In 2009 HSV (Holden Special Vehicles) who specialize in high performance vehicles introduced the Lpi
(liquid injection system) as a dual fuel option for their performance vehicles citing reduced running costs
and a 13% reduction on CO2. This development jointly with Orbital has proved a success in providing
performance based customers with no reduction in performance while reducing their fuel costs and
emissions. It will provide another platform in the future development of LPGas systems as we move
forward.

Ford has had a dedicated LPGas vehicle in the market since 1999 but the technology was the traditional
fumigation/mixer system that did not realise the full benefits of the fuel. The move to liquid injection has
provided some stunning improvements and one of our local equipment and systems manufacturers,
Orbital have been at the forefront in this development with Ford.

The Ford EcoLPi system will be available on the majority of their model ranges delivering a 15% Co2 tail
pipe reduction against the petrol option with slightly increased power performance. Motor writers have
heralded the occasion as a milestone for the market to now experience the full benefits of the fuel. The
local development work embraced by Ford and Holden will put Australia at the leading edge for this
technology and world adoption.
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The challenge for the Australian LP Gas industry now is to complete the LPGas ‘experience’ and ensure the
current LP Gas network infrastructure and after-market servicing, is modernised and meets consumers
expectations that matches the vehicle manufactures’ product offer

LP Gas Australia, under the direction of our CEO Michael Carmody and strongly supported by our key
marketers, has driven the development of our own Autogas Strategy outlining our commitments in this
partnership with government and the vehicle manufacturer. The task will be challenging but the benefits
will be substantial and will ensure we have a future as a leading alternative transport fuel. An outline of
the strategy by Michael can be read here.
Our ‘business as usual’ approach to the Autogas sector must be replaced by innovation, continued
development of leading edge technology, consumer marketing and, as importantly, a willingness by our
member companies to embrace change.
Autogas Updates is one of the types of innovative tools we need. Written for the industry by the industry,
its a good way to share our challenges, success stories and best practices. This September edition focuses
on the diversity of our industry in every corner of the globe:
•

As mentioned above, the Australian LP Gas Association has initiated a new direction and strategy
for our industry in Australia. This article can be read here.

•

Mr. Arahata of the Japan LP Gas Association discusses the most optimal energy system for Japan
in terms of security of supply after the tsunami and the role LP Gas can play today in Japan. Click
here to read this article.

•

Paul Ladner of Flaga, Austria gives a perspective on the LP Gas image in Eastern Europe and how
collectively we as an industry can help ensure the longterm viability of Autogas. Click to access
the article.
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•

In India, the government has been working on better management and administration of
subsidies. Suyash Gupta from the Indian LPG Coalition also discusses 4 cylinder norms as well as
initiatives on 2 wheeler retro fitments. To read more, click here.

•

The rising popularity of Autogas in the US is certainly something to celebrate. Roy Willis gives us
insight into those programs that have been bringing it all together in the USA. Please click here to
read more on this.

•

George Koloroutis of Ferrellgas talks about this same momentum for Autogas in the USA from a
company perspective. He also discusses the cleanstart grant awarded to Austin, Texas-based
CleanFUEL USA, which concerns more than 75 public-access autogas refueling stations that are
being installed in some of the United States’ largest cities, namely Atlanta, Chicago, Denver,
Phoenix, Indianapolis, Seattle, St. Louis, Austin/San Antonio, Los Angeles, and Houston. Click here
to read more.

•

Did you know? LP Gas vehicles, along with other thermal engine vehicles, have strong potential to
reduce CO2 emissions according to a new study by the renowned Boston Consulting Group. Joel
Pedessac, French LP Gas Association discusses the presentation given at RIVE in July here.

•

Finally, a guest writer from Landi Renzo in Italy, Corrado Strochi, gives us an update on the Italian
Autogas market.

Warring Neilsen can be contacted by email: warring.neilsen@elgas.com.au
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The Future Development of the LP Gas Vehicle Industry in
Australia

By Michael Carmody, Chief Executive Officer LPG Australia
The LP Gas vehicle industry in Australia and globally has reached a critical juncture in its evolution.
Historically, the industry has grown on the back of fringe interests in alternative fuels. Over the past
decade, the emergence of concerns about the outlook for oil supplies (and pricing) and concern over the
GHG emissions from road transport has seen the mainstreaming of the alternative fuels debate.
The Australian LP Gas Association (LPG Australia) has developed an Industry Strategic Road Map – LP Gas
Vehicles that outlines four key strategies that I would like to share briefly with Autogas Updates readers:
#1 Australian LP Gas Industry Responding with new Technologies
The LP Gas vehicle industry is gearing up to respond to the changed market dynamics by providing
advanced LP Gas vehicle technologies that take full account of the national strategic energy and
environmental benefits afforded by use of an indigenously available, carbon-positive fuel
While conversions of older vehicles to LP Gas operation will continue in the near term, the industry must
develop and deliver new LP Gas vehicles that meet the sophisticated needs of contemporary new vehicle
purchasers as soon as practicable.
Ultimately, the long-term viability of the industry will be dependent on the speed with which the industry
can transition from a predominant focus on aftermarket conversions of older vehicles to a dominant focus
on provision of new LPG vehicles from the floor of Australian car showrooms.
Key actions would include:

•

Accelerating the market introduction of advanced LP Gas combustion technologies such as
sequential port injection and high-pressure combustion systems.

•

Collaborative research to support advanced technology breakthroughs in areas such as (a) the
performance of LP Gas in high-pressure conditions, (b) the operation and durability of highpressure LP Gas pumps, and (c) the impact of the variation in LPG composition on LP Gas physics.

•

Improving LP Gas tank storage technologies to reduce the loss of cargo space associated with onboard storage of LP Gas.

•

Revision of existing LP Gas vehicle standards to accommodate new technologies such as (a)
gaseous phase manifold injection, (b) liquid phase manifold injection, and (c) direct injection.
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#2 Building an even Better LP Gas refuelling infrastructure
The existing LP Gas infrastructure is extensive (over 3000 outlets across Australia) but this asset is ageing.
This brings with it two principle challenges involved. Firstly, concerns over the limited user friendliness of
current refuelling nozzles and the significant delays that can be experienced when refuelling in warm
weather. Secondly, the capacity of the existing LP Gas infrastructure to support the market entry of
advanced LP Gas vehicle technologies. As a consequence, there will likely be a requirement for retrofit of
refuelling nozzles to support the introduction of these vehicles into the Australian passenger car market.
In order for the Australian LP Gas Association to be successful in this endeavour, our activities will focus
on:

•

Investigation of current issues associated with the operation of the existing LP as refuelling assets
(performance, fill rates, average queuing time)

•

Conduct a national audit of LP Gas refuelling infrastructure (age, equipment type, new tech
capacities)

•

Investigation of the issues surrounding the replacement of existing LP Gas nozzles

•

Development and implementation of a national program to upgrade the LP Gas refuelling
infrastructure asset (long term), possibly including government funding assistance.

•

Revision of existing Australian Standards for LP Gas refuelling equipment and vehicle mounted
hardware.

#3 A more informed marketplace
Current contracts between industry reality and market perceptions signals a need for the industry to
undertake a program to better inform the market about recent developments in LP Gas vehicles in
Australia by:

•

Development of a public awareness campaign to inform the market

•

Development of point-of-sale materials for LP Gas vehicles (including cost calculators) in
partnership with new car manufacturers and the LP Gas conversion industry

•

Conduct authoritative research into the environmental and economic performance of different
aftermarket LP Gas vehicle technologies with a view to developing and implementing a program
for the assessment and rating of aftermarket conversion systems.

# 4 A better industry
The sporadic development of the LP Gas industry in Australia over the past 30 years has meant that there
are a number of issues that need to be addressed to (a) change community perceptions of the industry and
(b) create a solid platform for sustained growth. A number of these issues relate to the development of
industry standards and norms governing the operation of the industry, the quality of workmanship and
the safety of employees.
The following specific actions will be pursued under this strategy:

•

Development and implementation of an accreditation for aftermarket installers of LP Gas vehicle
systems.
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•

Revision of Australian Standards relating to LP Gas gas components sold in the Australian
automotive market.

•

Revision of Australian Standards relating to safe working practices for installation of LPG systems
and repair of LP Gas vehicles.

•

Provision of national stewardship of key research projects to support the continued enhancement
of LP Gas vehicle technologies for the Australian community, possibly extending to the
development and administration of a joint government/industry fund for research

•

Development and delivery of training programs for the Australian vehicle repair industry.

The next challenge for LPG Australia is the development and application of the implementation plans and
supporting business case for the roll-out of the Road Map.

Michael Carmody can be contacted by email at: mcarmody@alpga.asn.au
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Beyond Disaster: New Phase to Promote LP Gas Vehicles in
Japanese Market

By Makoto Arahata, Overseas Business Manager, Japan LP Gas Association
The troubles and rebuilding in Japan still continue.
As a nation, we must also come to terms with the reality that we live in a country sensitive to natural
disasters.
We have always felt safe by the various specialty construction of houses, offices buildings and railway
systems, etc. that were designed to withstand the force of an earthquake. But face to face with the recent
unforgiving tsunami, they were not as effective. We observed, that the huge dam built to protect
communities from a tsunami, was easily destroyed and that the communities were submerged.
A Distributed Energy System is Optimal for Japan
Infrastructures, like the electricity supply for example, were severely affected. People in Tokyo have really
been extremely patient in light of the shortage of electricity.
The enormous quake, the tsunami and the disasters of Fukushima nuclear power plants have possibly
changed the course of the Japanese basic energy plan for the future and forever. Actually the reviewing
process of the plan is underway at government level as I write. We are working hard to rebuild our system
so that it is stronger, in particular, in terms of energy supply security. A centralized system is a risky option
for Japan as it makes the country vulnerable. Now we recognize that a distributed energy system is
optimal in order to minimize risk. We seek the best energy mix suited to Japan, taking into account its
strengths and also its vulnerabilities in terms of natural disasters.
This particular disaster has brought us miseries, but because of the tremendous problems endured, it
demonstrated also how convenient and suitable LP Gas can be for Japan’s needs.
Japan’s Taxis Rallied to Help in the Relief Effort in the Aftermath of the Tsunam i
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Autogas is one of the prominent examples. It has been reaffirmed that Autogas is unique. Petrol stations
suffered from short supply of petrol and diesel and motorists had to queue for lengthy time periods to
refuel and sometime to come back empty handed. Autogas, on the other hand was available at Autogas
stations.
In Japan, there are about 277,000 vehicles fueled by Autogas. There are about 265,000 taxies in operation
throughout the country and more than 90% of them run on Autogas.
At the time of the disaster, public transportation ceased to function. In addition, lots of private vehicles
were swept away by the tsunami. About 500 taxies were also lost in the communities as a direct result of
the earthquake and the tsunami. Actually, to help the taxi drivers who lost their vehicles, about 200 taxies
were sent from all over Japan to them.
Taxies usually transport passengers to their destinations but this time they played the more valuable role
in the emergency relief effort - transporting supplies to the evacuees and to the families who lost their
vehicles as well. Taxies fueled by Autogas played an active role in the relief effort by also providing
additional transport means for business people to commute to their offices.
This is good news for us. Statistics show that the number of LP Gas vehicles has been in decline since early
1990s. In spite of the industry efforts to grow Autogas demand, we have been obliged to accept the
decline. With the intention to reverse this trend, last year, we started the initiative to introduce at least
one LP Gas vehicle into the car pools of about 27,000 LP Gas retailers in Japan.
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Developing the Private Motorist Market
We understand that to increase the number of LP Gas vehicles and to grow Autogas demand significantly,
we must develop the private motorists market. In order to develop the market, we must establish the new
business model of LP Gas vehicles which must be accepted by the Japanese private motorists. They need
the full warranty system on the retrofitted LP Gas vehicles and the full services equivalent to the vehicles
running on petrol or diesel in addition to the efficiency, performance and drivability of LP Gas vehicles. The
business model must be prepared to meet their needs.

European Type OEM Vehicles are an Excellent Example of Success
It’s a big challenge for us to establish this business model. It will perhaps include modifications of the
Japanese regulations regarding LP Gas equipments and LP Gas vehicles. It may be a difficult task. But we
believe it worth tackling.
We can learn from example: European type OEM vehicles. Our goal is to establish the new business model
of LP Gas vehicles suited to Japanese motorists based on the European type OEM.
Smart Mobility City 2011
We are going to participate in “The 42nd Tokyo Motor Show 2011”-SMART MOBILITY CITY 2011- to be held
from 2nd to 11th December in Tokyo, where we will introduce OEM LP Gas vehicle and advanced LP Gas
applications to demonstrate how LP Gas vehicles are exceptional for smart mobility city life.
Mr. Arahata can be contacted on the following email address: m-arahata@j-lpgas.gr.jp
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Autogas in Eastern Europe: Time to Upgrade the Image

By Paul Ladner, Vice President Sales and Marketing, The Flaga Group, Austria
Autogas in Eastern Europe is a growing segment in the LP Gas industry as many of the governments
maintain lower excise taxes on Autogas, allowing pricing to remain 50-60% that of petrol. Consequently
the number of vehicles converted to Autogas grows. In addition, the efforts of many national LP Gas
associations has created an understanding of the beneficial ecological properties of LP Gas as a vehicle
fuel.

There are a number of challenges that the industry faces, specifically:
•

As a result of a shortage of dedicated Autogas vehicles most of the Autogas demand is from the
aftermarket leading to a perception that Autogas is a fuel for older vehicles. This is an image we
would like to change but need the support of the OEM’s to introduce a wider range of Autogas
vehicles.

•

The quality of the proposition to Autogas customers is inconsistent. Many of major Autogas
stations are held to high standards and it is the challenge of the industry to extend this to the
whole network.
In many Eastern European countries, Autogas station operators own their LP Gas equipment and
buy product based on price alone. There is a need to ensure only the highest quality product is
made availale to the whole market.

•

Because the pricing of Autogas is often lower than domestic LP Gas in some countries there is a
temptation to illegally fill domestic cylinders with Autogas on service stations. This practice is not only
illegal it is unsafe and must be prevented.
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In the words of Henry Ford, “Don’t find fault, find a remedy”. It is easy to point out issues, harder to take
action. My personal circle of influence concerning Autogas in Eastern Europe is limited to the Flaga Group,
and it is important to be proactive within that circle. Thus as a company we have made the conscientious
decision to improve the image of Autogas at Flaga.

•

In this vein we have opened a prototype Flaga Autogas station in Pezinok, Slovakia. This is a new
and exciting venture that we hope will reflect the high quality of LP Gas Autogas, improve the
image of Autogas in Slovakia and demonstrate the Flaga Group’s commitment to the long-term
viability of Autogas as a high quality vehicle fuel.

•

Additionally, company owned vehicles for Flaga salespeople in Eastern Europe are now all Autogas.
Embarrassingly we found that we had a mix of fuels in our fleet, which was quickly remedied! We
strive to buy factory equipped Autogas vehicles, but where not possible, new vehicles are
converted to Autogas, often at the expense of the manufacturers’ warranty.

•

Finally, we have committed to active involvement in all LP Gas associations – national
associations, the AEGPL and the WLPGA – determined to promote continued growth of the
Autogas segment.

Autogas is an important and growing segment of the LP Gas industry in Eastern Europe. It’s image needs
improvement, but collectively we can implement the appropriate upgrades and thus help ensure the long
term viability of Autogas.
Paul Ladner can be contacted on the following email address: Paul.Ladner@flagagroup.eu
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Indian Autogas Market Growth: Management of Subsidies
and Initiatives on Two Wheeler Retro Fitment

By Suyash Gupta, Secretary General, Indian Auto LPG Coalition, India
Indian Autogas Market which saw a near stagnant, 3% growth last year, is expecting higher growth rates,
thanks to three important initiatives, two of which focus on better management of government subsidies.
4 Cylinder Norm
With a significant pricing differential between Autogas available at Retail Filling Stations and Cylinders for
domestic consumption, government has been working on better management and administration of
subsidies to ensure that no transfer between the two segments happens. Not only is this is a drain on the
resources, it remains a safety concern as well.

First of these, is the 4 Cylinder Norm. Through this, it is intended to make available, only 4 LP Gas cylinders
a year, at subsidized costs, to each household. Consumers shall, however, be free to avail of any number of
extra refills at the market rates. Studies have indicated that a typical household, for which subsidies were
originally intended, consumed between 4-6 cylinders a year. This measure would go a long way in checking
diversion of domestic LP Gas into Autogas, as most of the extra cylinders thus availed from these domestic
connections, usually found their way into commercial usage. While this measure has not been
implemented as yet, there are reasonable chances of the same being notified by the government in the
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coming months. The government intends to check diversion and build up on the change in Gas Control
Order it made last year, in which one household would be allotted only one LP Gas Connection.
This would augur well for the LP Gas Marketing Companies, as demand from the Autogas Stations would
be positively impacted. Additionally, freeing up such subsidized cylinders from domestic to commercial
usage would also assist in Government’s Vision 2015 program, wherein it intends to increase the LP Gas
penetration in the country significantly.
Meanwhile, to overhaul the subsidy mechanism completely, Indian Finance Minister announced in his
Budget speech this year, introduction of Cash Transfer Schemes to the bank accounts of the consumers.
This is a major initiative, expected to cover management of all subsidized products, including LP Gas,
Kerosene and Fertilizers etc. This has been indicated by the Minister to be in place by March 31, 2012. If
introduced, this would alter dynamics of the Indian Petroleum Industry, reeling under the subsidy regime
for the last several decades.
Initiatives on 2 Wheeler Retro Fitments
The Autogas Coalition has been working on the development of an affordable LP Gas kit for Two Wheelers,
successful implementation of which would significantly push up demand. Pilot permission to test launch
this, was received from Kit Certifying Agency, ARAI (Automotive Research Association of India) earlier this
year. Following this, kits are being fit at about 150 Auto Gas Retail outlets of various LP Gas Marketers and
feedback has been positive. Prior to this, LP Gas Kits were available at around Rs 9,000 (US $200), which
was about 20% of the cost of ownership of a 100 cc Two Wheeler, considered prohibitive in lower income
group sections. However, with the Kit being made available at price levels close to Rs 5,000 (US $115), keen
interest is seen with several 2 wheeler owners, indicating their interest to convert their vehicles to Autogas.

Full implementation of the Two Wheeler Project over an estimated period of two years, is expected to add
about 500,000 tonnes of Autogas sales annually, to the current Autogas consumption in the country of
about 350,000 tonnes.
Suyash Gupta can be contacted on the following email address: suyash@vsnl.com
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Propane Autogas Rising in Popularity in the United States

By Roy Willis, President & CEO, PERC, USA
Propane autogas is gaining momentum in the United States with increased exposure and support from
industry partners and government officials. Not only is it proving to be a viable engine fuel at the
racetrack, but it is shining as an alternative fuel that is creating job opportunities and showing a high
return on investment.
On the Racetrack
NASCAR, dubbed America’s Most Patriotic Sport, introduced its fans to propane autogas in two highly
visible promotional efforts. As the 2011 NASCAR season opened at Daytona International Speedway, race
fans saw green on the track as Ford Motor Co. and Roush CleanTech rolled out two emergency track service
trucks — F-250 Super Duty pickups fueled by propane autogas.
Additionally, NASCAR superstar Carl Edwards’ car carried the Propane Exceptional Energy logo on his No. 60
Ford Mustang Nationwide, sponsored during part of the season by Roush CleanTech. Edwards’ racecar
carried the fuel’s message to nearly 75 million NASCAR fans, showing America that propane autogas is
safe, affordable, and readily available.
The Momentum Continues
As we noted in the May 2011 edition of WLPGA’s Autogas Updates, U.S. President Barack Obama created the
National Clean Fleets Partnership, a plan to cut the amount of oil imported by one-third by 2015.
Since then, a report submitted by the Energy Department’s Clean Cities program outlined the spending
structure and return on investment of the government funds that were poured into the American Recovery
and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (ARRA). This act was an economic stimulus package enacted by the 111th
Congress and signed into law in February 2009. The primary objective for ARRA was to save and create jobs
as quickly as possible. Secondary objectives were to provide temporary relief programs for those most
affected by the recession and invest in infrastructure, education, health, and green energy. The cost of the
economic stimulus package was estimated to be $787 billion at the time of passage.
Propane autogas outperformed all other alternative fuels in return on investment. Our fuel of choice
received about $30 million in funds from the $300 million earmarked for alternative fuels, yet we had more
than 50 percent of the light-duty vehicles put into the market and on the road, and a high percentage of
medium-duty vehicles deployed through our school bus product offerings. The propane industry also
installed the most refueling stations compared with all the other fuels receiving funds.
To read more on this tremendous milestone, visit my new blog at beyondthebackyard.net, and click on the
July 6, 2011, post called ‘It Ain’t Bragging if You Can Do It!’ (Be sure to check this site often as I use this
forum to share my views on the most pertinent news in the propane industry.)
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PERC Changes
These are exciting times at PERC, with some changes to come. First, Brian Feehan, vice president, will be
leaving PERC to join the Industrial Truck Association this fall as their president. The Council is excited
about the new opportunities Brian will bring to propane’s role in the forklift industry. In fact, Brian has
been an active supporter of propane to the members of ITA as an advisor on air quality issues over the last
six years.
PERC welcomes a new chairman for 2012, Joe Armentano of Paraco Gas of Rye Brook, N.Y. Joe’s goals for the
coming term include raising propane industry awareness and support of PERC’s technology development
and commercialization program which has helped the Council’s manufacturing partners develop new
propane-fueled appliances, vehicles, and equipment.
As part of this renewed momentum toward building greater awareness of propane, PERC has issued a
Propane Challenge to innovators, research labs, companies, and universities — both in the United States
and abroad — to find the next great solution to an energy problem that uses propane.
The best technology-based ideas focusing on new ways to use and deliver propane will receive research
grant funding. Top priorities outlined by the Council include the creation of lightweight propane storage
vessels; improving consumer-level dispensing of liquid propane; the use of propane as a source of thermal
energy for heating, cleaning, and disinfecting; and the development of an economically viable small
combined heat and power system that incorporates cooling.
Visit http://www.propanechallenge.com and watch the video to learn about this exciting new program.
Roy Willis can be contacted at roy.willis@propanecouncil.org
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Clean Start grant to help fund public autogas refueling
sites in U.S.

By George Koloroutis,President, Ferrell North America, and Senior Vice President,
Ferrellgas
Even though the use of Autogas in the United States has not yet caught up with usage in many other
countries around the world, momentum here continues to build at a rapid pace. The introduction of tax
credit extension legislation for Autogas, Autogas vehicles, and Autogas infrastructure, as well as the
continued development of new original equipment manufacturer offerings from companies such as
ROUSH CleanTech, Blue Bird Corporation, and others is prompting many to look more closely than ever at
this clean-burning alternative fuel.
One challenge the U.S. industry has faced is a lack of public refueling infrastructure that is available 24
hours a day, seven days a week, 365 days a year like gasoline and diesel. Most private, municipal, and
school bus fleets that operate on propane Autogas prefer the convenience of on-site storage and refueling,
which can be provided to customers at a fraction of the cost of a compressed natural gas refueling station.
Still, the relatively low number of public refueling stations makes it a challenge for some Autogas users to
refuel their vehicles.
The U.S. Department of Energy maintains an online Alternative Fuels & Advanced Vehicles Data Center here
(link to http://www.afdc.energy.gov/afdc/locator/stations/ ) that lists public refueling stations available
for all alternative fuels, including propane Autogas. It’s an impressive list that details stations available at
hundreds of U.S. propane retailer locations and locations maintained by large reseller customers including
U-Haul, a do-it-yourself moving and storage company that also refills small propane tanks and Autogas
vehicles. What the site lacks, though, is evidence that Autogas-powered vehicles can be refilled after
traditional business hours. Despite the significant fuel savings available to Autogas users, these refueling
infrastructure woes are giving pause to some of the best candidates for conversion to Autogas vehicles
and prompting those who are smart enough to use the fuel to do so only for short commutes near their
home or business.
The tide, however, may be turning Autogas’ way. Thanks to a Department of Energy Clean Start grant
awarded to Austin, Texas-based CleanFUEL USA, more than 75 public-access Autogas refueling stations are
being installed in some of the United States’ largest cities, namely Atlanta, Chicago, Denver, Phoenix,
Indianapolis, Seattle, St. Louis, Austin/San Antonio, Los Angeles, and Houston. CleanFUEL USA has
partnered with several top U.S. propane companies, including Ferrellgas, AmeriGas, and Heritage Propane,
to identify sites in selected cities. These companies will then fund the site preparation, which includes
crash protection, electricity, and telecommunication needed to run credit card readers. CleanFUEL USA will
provide dispensing equipment, tanks, and back-office computer network support.
It’s more than a step in the right direction, it’s exactly what the U.S. Autogas industry needs.
For more information on Ferrellgas activities, please contact Scott Brockelmeyer on
scottbrockelmeyer@ferrellgas.com
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LP Gas Vehicles have Strong Potential to Reduce CO2
Emissions – New Study Says

By Joel Pedessac, Director General, CFBP, France
Boston Consulting Group unveiled their recent study that demonstrates that thermal engine vehicles, and
thus LP Gas, have a strong potential to reduce CO2 emissions from now until 2020.
The French LP Gas industry was present at RIVE 2011 (International Meeting of Ecological Vehicles) in Alès,
France, showcasing a hybrid car, an urban car and a utility truck: Toyota Prius 3, Alfa Romeo MiTo, Dacia
Logan Pickup.
This event is traditionally a key meeting point for fleet managers, investors, associations, industrialists
and policy makers to discuss and debate the future of the green car. One of the speakers this year, Xavier
Mosquet, a Senior Associate and global leader of the automotive sector within the Boston Consulting
Group (BCG) unveiled the results of a new BCG study on the evolution of automobile technology in terms
of performance and also of cost entitled “Powering Autos to 2020: The Era of the Electric Car?”.
According to the expert, by 2020, traditional fuel vehicles could reduce their consumption and CO2
emissions by 40%. This evolution could also be encouraged by an affordable cost of $50 per percent of
CO2 emissions saved.
The use of LP Gas with abundant reserves throughout the world, allows for an additional CO2 gain of 12%.
Finally, compared to Electric Vehciles (EVs), Xavier Mosquet considers that a green vehicle is any vehicle
that is better than today without prejudicing any technology.
Joel can be contacted by email: j.pedessac@cfbp.fr
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Italian Market Insight

By Corrado Storchi, External Relations Manager, Landi-Renzo, Italy
Among the approximately 36.65 million vehicles driving on Italian roads, 2,35 million of those (6.4%) are
fuelled with an alternative fuel to gasoline and diesel. And among this 6.4%, 1,69 million (4.6% of the
total) are LP Gas fuelled. Most of Italy’s “green mobility” sector therefore with regards to passenger cars
and light commercial vehicles, is essentially based on gaseous fuels and predominantly on Autogas.
The Italian market has been supported by incentives to encourage the use of Autogas, especially in 2009
and in the first quarter of 2010 - in 2006 for example the market share of LP Gas cars was equal to 0.15%
and in March 2010, it had increased to more than 25%. When the government incentives ended in April
2010, market share fell to 10.5%. Today, it has stabilized at 3%.
If we add conversions to the new cars market, we find that almost 900,000 Italians, from January 2009 to
March 2010, chose a gas fuelled car. Among these, 79% was powered by LP Gas. Let’s not forget hybrid
cars: In the same period, only 10,000 units were sold in Italy and more than 16,000 in France.
Green Mobility
Because the key issue is “green mobility”, we cannot forget electric cars or EVs. Even more than gas
powered cars, the electric car market needs to be heavily subsidized, to really take off. But as everyone
knows, most of the world's governments do not have all these funds, mainly because of the difficult
economic context.
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There has long been much talk of EVs, especially since several manufacturers have made significant
investments, often aided by the governments of countries where they have their headquarters. There has
been low uptake because of the limited availability of models and only 178 electric cars have been sold in
Italy since January 2010, while in the same period 1,203 were sold in France, the electric car mecca!
In Italy, most purchases of EVs were made primarily by public bodies. A recent draft law aims to encourage
the purchase of electric cars, with funds created by the levy of 1 € cent for every plastic bottle produced.
However, the big question remains: the cost of these cars and how to supply electricity. It is therefore easy
to deduce that reducing pollutant emissions in transports, if targeted in the short-medium term, is closely
tied to a mass distribution (not a niche one). This means that the above mentioned targets are achievable
only pushing the purchase or the conversion of gas powered cars. In this vision, Europe, Turkey and South
Korea are good examples of a virtuous spread of LP Gas.
Corrado can be contacted by email: cstorchi@landi.it
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